Hierarchical structures in fibrillar collagens.
The collagen family includes several large transcripts, usually exceeding 1000 amino acid residues per single chain. As a group, they make up 1/3 of all the protein of the body and are responsible for modelling the framework of connective tissues; individually, they show both a wide variety and a complex hierarchy of mutual interactions, and form a range of functional aggregates including a variety of fibrils, microfibrils and basal membranes. Of the collagens, the fibril-forming types (i.e. the types I, II III, V and XI) are the most abundant and the most extensively studied. At the primary structure level, the amino acid sequence of all collagens is now known in detail and it shows a distinctive domain organization, its composition being dominated by the amino acid glycine (roughly 1/3 of all residues) and by post-translational hydroxylation of proline and lysine residues. Collagen secondary and tertiary structure, which together give origin to a classic triple helix, were painstakingly determined in the 1950s and 1960s. In contrast with the primary, secondary and tertiary structure, the supramolecular arrangement within collagen fibres seems to be far more elusive, and none of the models so far advanced can be said to be universally accepted. Half a century of research and debate spawned numerous mutually incompatible models, most of them focussing either on a quasi-crystalline supramolecular array or on several forms of microfibrillar aggregates, while radial fibrils, epitaxial fibrils and other structural models have almost been ignored. In many cases, data gained with a single technique from a single tissue were arbitrarily given a general legitimacy, whilst other well-documented morphological evidence went virtually unnoticed by the scientific community.Moreover, in recent years there has been a growing interest in the multiple interactions of collagens with the other macromolecules of the extra-cellular matrix, as their structure and their functional role become known. It is now indisputable that collagen interacts and forms functional entities with several other macromolecules of the extracellual matrix. This paper will succinctly review some current concepts on the structural biology of collagen higher-order structures.